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Abstract: 

Introduction; This study has shown the impact of Autism on 

some influensive measures of postural control [the reaction time 

(simple and choice) and balance (dynamic and static)] between Autistic 

and normal children. 

Material and methods; The research method is causal_ 

comparative. In order to select a sample of autistic children, 15 autistic 

children were chosen in a health center in Hamadan, and in order to 

select a sample of normal children, 100 children in five Geographical 

zones in Hamden (North, South, East, West and Downtown ) were 

randomly chosen and participated in this research project. 

Observations; Obtained data were analyzed by Kolmogorov-

Smirnov statistical methods and Uman Whitney test. The results 

showed that there was a significant difference in static and dynamic 

balance between Autistic and normal children. Also, there was a 
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significant difference in simple and choice reaction time between 

Autistic and normal children. 

Results; It seems that the inability of autistic children in poor 

communication and failure in central nervous system resulted in 

significant differences in time variables, reaction time and balance. 

 

Key words: Autism, static balance, dynamic balance, choice reaction 

time, simple reaction time. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION; 

 

The research on cognitive_ motor factors is one of the most 

active and the most interesting research fields. Almost every 

aspect of human behavior and cognition needs learning, and the 

cases that cause disorder in cognitive_ motor factors make the 

natural and social life impossible. limited mental development 

with problems and shortcomings in adaptive behavior is 

manifested as the behavior of a person with autism. 

Furthermore, the results of researches have shown that the 

acquisition of motor skills is the leader of intellectual 

development and increase in individual's ability in social 

activities. Lack or loss of motor skill training in mentally 

retarded children lead to their  further distance from the other 

children with the same ages. As a result, they drop behind from 

their peers in cognitive, symbolization, learning and adapting. 

Autism is a growth disorder that is characterized by abnormal 

verbal and communicational behaviors. The symptoms of this 

disorder occur in the first three years of life. This disease has 

been reported about  ten cases in each five hundred children 

and among boys is four to five times more  than girls.  

Characteristics of these people in juvenile is revealed by 

disabilities in hugging, lack of eye contact, or a complete 

aversion to physical contact and affection.  In general terms, it 

means that a person can have a mild or very severe autism. At 

the highest end of the spectrum, there is Asperger syndrome or 
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high-functioning autism disorder that is sometimes called the 

Little Professor Syndrome. The lowest end of the spectrum is 

often called classic autism, which is usually associated with 

mental retardation. Among the spectrum, there are varieties of 

pervasive developmental disorders, including Rett syndrome, 

childhood disintegrative disorder and non-specific pervasive 

developmental disorder. Most people with autism have delays 

in coarse and fine motor development. Research conducted on 

children with autism disorder has pointed to weakness in fine 

and coarse motor skills, disorder in coordination and motor 

planning and disorder in Social interactions. 

Reaction time is the amount of time a person spends to 

voluntarily react to a more or less complex stimulation. One of 

the most important factors on motion control is deciding what 

to do and what not to do. Research evidence has shown that 

organizing posture position, features of organ function, features 

related to controlling objects, Spatial Encoding and harmony 

are the features of human action that are prepared in reaction 

time intervals. Reaction time (simple or choice) is divided into 

two parts, pre-motor and motor. In pre-motor time, the 

information related to stimulus is processed cognitively and 

perceptually. In motor time, motor output response begins that 

during it the involved special muscles start to work. Balance is 

the essential component of almost all daily activities and an 

identifying indicator in studying functional ability. Obtaining 

and maintaining balance in static position or during activity 

requires sufficient force applied by the muscles and performed 

by the body levers( bones) which needs complex interacting  of 

musculo - skeletal and nervous systems. In static position, 

neural components for balance are composed of motor processes 

(neuromuscular synergies), Sensory processes (visual, 

vestibular and somatosensory systems), and neural processes of 

higher levels. While in the dynamic position, balance of the 

body depends on somatic sensory processes. Balance and state 

control system is a complex mechanism in which the 
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coordination of three balance systems (visual, vestibular and 

somatosensory systems) plays an important role. Cooperation 

among these systems leads to postural control and balance.  In 

order to stand upright, components of the central and 

peripheral nervous system constantly act well with each other 

to maintain the body position and the center of gravity in the 

scope of supporting surface. It is inferred from reports and 

studies that the motor problems are common in people with 

autism spectrum. The most common disorders include muscle 

relaxation and apraxia. The remarkable thing is that with 

increasing age, the prevalence of these problems decreases. It 

suggests the gradual improvement of these problems over time. 

considering the reasons such as the increasing prevalence of 

autistic children and concerns of parents of their children’s 

conditions and recovery rates, and also the importance of 

reducing the costs imposed on families and society, the 

evaluation, and treatment of autistic children immediately 

after diagnosis, appears to be necessary. And with the 

identification of the factors that can affect the motor control of  

these children we can have an effective approach to implement 

appropriate interventions. Therefore, the goal of this research 

is to study the impact of autism on several influential measures 

on postural control including reaction time and balance. 

 

Research methodology 

 

This research, according to methods of gathering data, is a 

causative-comparative description. Therefore, the researcher 

referred to Banafshe centers in Hamedan and chose 15 autistic 

children voluntarily and purposefully, with the advice and 

consent of their parents and testing the subjects. In contrast, 

100 healthy children, almost identical with autistic children (in 

terms of age, weight and height) of the five geographic regions 

of Hamedan (North, South, East, West and Downtown) were 

randomly selected as the sample size and participated in this 
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research project. Instruments included the reaction timer 

devices, test BESS (Balance based on Error Scoring System ), to 

measure static balance and gait tests on the balance board 

width;10 and 15 cm, to measure dynamic balance. In the simple 

reaction test; In order to determine the minimum of simple 

reaction time, the subject sat in front of the tester and the 

machine holding one of the push-buttons in their hands. Then 

with the command of the tester, immediately pushed the button 

after seeing the lighting of the subject's requested colored lights 

and hearing the beep sound. This time period was recorded and 

repeated 20 times. 

In choice reaction time, the tester asked the subject to 

press the button after lighting of green light and to press the 

red button after lighting of red light; and the test was repeated 

twenty times. In measuring the dynamic balance, walking on 

balance boards with 10 and 15 cm width, with closed and open 

eyes backwards and forwards, and also walking on a labeled 

surface with open eyes without error was recorded and used as 

an indicator to measure this balance. BESS test was used to 

measure static balance. This test consisted of 10 positions, each 

done while standing on stable and unstable surfaces for 

superior and non-superior organs. 

Unstable surface included foam padding with the size of 

45 by 45 cm, thickness 13 cm, density 60 kg/m ^ 2 and 

compressibility about 80 to 90. Stable level was a flooring with 

hard and thin carpet. These three positions were three stable 

modes including (Standing on two feet, standing on the foot of 

the test while the opposite leg's knee was bent 90 degrees, and 

Standing on both feet so that foot sole of the test was placed in 

front anterior line and its heel touched the posterior toes. In 

each position, eyes should be closed and hands should be placed 

on the waist. The tester did each position in 20 seconds. In this 

study, in order to analyze research hypotheses, in addition to 

descriptive statistics such as frequency distribution, mean and 

standard deviation, Kolmogorov - Smirnov test was used to 
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determine data distribution, U Mann-Whitney test was used to 

compare two groups of autistic and normal childeren. 

 

Findings 

 

As shown in the following table; U Man - Whitney test showed 

that static and dynamic balance in autistic children compared 

to normal children in BESS test is significantly weaker. 

 

Table 1. The results of U Mann-Whitney test in static balance. 

 
 

Diagram 1. 2 Error score in dynamic balance; open and close eyes (right 

image) and static balance (left image).  

 
 

As shown in the above diagram (U Man - Whitney test) in 

BESS test and dynamic balance test, the error rate of autistic 

children is significantly more, compared to normal children . In 

other words, static balance in normal children is significantly 

better than the one in autistic children. The other result 

showed that the simple reaction time in autistic childeren is 

significantly weaker than the one in normal childeren. ( U= 

90/7 & P=0/001). 
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Diagram 3. Simple reaction time in autistic and normal 

childere 

 

 

The other result showed that choice reaction time in autistic 

children was significantly more in autistic children compared to 

normal children( U=100/5 & P=0/001). 

 

Diagram 4. Choice reaction time in autistic and normal 

children. 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Findings related to the impact of autism on some influential 

measures on postural control showed that there is a significant 

difference between static balance in autistic and normal 

children. Error rate of static balance in autistic children 

(average 101/5) compared to normal children (average 51/5 ) in 

BESS test was significantly more which shows low level static 

balance in autistic children. One of possible reasons is that 

motor disabilities caused by brain problems led to autistic 
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children with motor weakness and inability. This subject is 

reported in various researches such as Pan and colleagues' 

study (2009), Astaples vrid (2010) and Roshanbakhsh and 

Nateghi (1379) that the motor abilities of autistic children were 

lower than their peers and these skills are not completely 

formed in them and to improve them, they need practice 

programs. Thus, if there is a proper training and scientific 

program for these children, they can enhance their motor skills. 

The results showed that while there is vision, the error rate of 

autistic children (average 99/3) compared with normal children 

(average 51/8) was significantly more. Also, while there isn't 

vision, the error rate of autistic children (average 108) 

compared with normal children (average 50/5) was significantly 

more. This shows low level dynamic balance in autistic 

children. Obtained results are consistent with the research 

result that was conducted on specific subjects.[ Tabiee and 

colleagues(2009)about subjects with Parkinson's, Taheri and 

colleagues(2011) about Down Syndrome, cote and 

colleagues(2005) about subjects with foot sole deformities. ] 

Dynamic balance requires proper coordination between 

visual and motor perception and autistic children due to 

nervous system dysfunction in this coordination face problems. 

Therefore, they need to do a lot of exercises to develop their 

skills. The results of this research with the results of 

Fraglapyngham and his colleagues' research (2008) were 

consistent. Persons with autism have a big problem with 

planning to do a movement. Their bodies do not respond 

seriously to the message which is sent from the brain. Thus, 

they rely on learned good techniques which do not require 

active planning for them in certain situations. Since, vestibular, 

visual, somatic sensory, and cerebellar senses act like a set as 

the main center in keeping dynamic and static balance. Injury 

or poor performance of one of them, for example, vestibular 

sense, can not cause much disorder in individual performance 

through adjusting or replacing mechanism. But with the 
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damage of more than one center, for example, impairment in 

visual or sensory somatic senses(such as disorders in patients 

with autism), besides the damage to the vestibular system, the 

performance of the individual in balance skills requires the use 

of these centers, which shows a major flaw (Desmond, 2007). 

Another result was that simple and choice reaction time 

in children with autism were significantly different from 

normal children, So that it was significantly more in children 

with autism compared to normal children, therefore, it shows 

low level choice and simple reaction in autistic children. The 

results of recent researches show that the brains of children 

with autism react longer to stimuli in a fraction of a second 

compared to normal children, so that, the brain reaction in 

these children is about twenty to fifty percent slower while 

hearing these sounds. 

Microscopic studies of brain tissue from subjects with 

autism show that perhaps, the connections among brain cells in 

these patients is lower compared to others. Considering the 

overlap in brain areas involved in movement inhibition and 

reaction time and areas involved in individuals with autism, 

probably, there is disorder and deficiency in movement 

inhibition. The researchers reported that even if autistic people 

have motor control, there is abnormal neural networks with 

abnormal function in them(Ken Worzheo et al, 2008). Adams 

and Jerald (2012) in their study stated that inhibition of 

dominant response is controlled by the right frontal cortex, and 

in autistic children there is a significant disorder compared to 

normal children. However, the brain regions involved in  

inhibition of distracting stimuli overlap with brain regions 

involved in autism and lead to their deficiency in inhibition of 

distracting responses. Finally, it should be noted that factors 

such as anxiety, depression, mental health, arousal levels and 

IQ are among the items that can be effective in loss of 

influensive factors in  maintaining posture [time 

reaction(simple and choice), balance (static and dynamic) in 
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autistic children ]. Since each of the aforementioned 

factors(anxiety, depression, mental health, arousal levels and 

IQ) has the potential to progress with increasing environmental 

enrichment (physical activity), it is suggested that in 

scheduling classes and choosing games, consider some skills to 

improve reaction time and balance, in order to develop these 

people's fundamental skills. 
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